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Abstract— The advent of digital era has changed the 

lifestyle of people by leaps and bounds. As of this, 

researchers saw some potential in using Augmented Reality 

(AR) in educational manner. Here when students can easily 

& interestingly learn through mobile devices, Augmented 

Reality creates an add on to it. This paper proposes an 

android application catering to the needs of education and 

study. Digitization has enriched the learning experience of 

students and also has let to maintenance and analysis of 

data. The downside of this is diminishing traditional art of 

reading and over reliance on digitally stored data. Security 

attacks like viruses can cause harm to database. This AR-

book adopts a two-way approach for data storage, by 

preserving data summary on paper and its related details on 

cloud, thus preventing data loss.. It also provides a rich 

learning experience to student community through AR along 

with preserving art of reading.    . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Watching the world go so far through technology, 

automation has overtaken almost every aspect of our lives as 

well as our work. If we talk of studies, technology really 

matters today. So, we have opted for Augmented Reality in 

our project. Using AR, studies become easier & students can 

learn the concepts more easily & deeply. In this app, we 

have detected the local features from a photo which is 

scanned using SIFT algorithm. We created a 3D model 

using Vuforia Engine. So that the user can get the 2D & 3D 

model by scanning image from the database. We have used 

unity platform to create this app, keeping in mind our main 

motive to create a better learning app using the concept of 

Augmented Reality. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A. Mobile Augmented Reality System for Preschool 

Education (2017): 

In this paper ORB algorithm is used. It has advantages of 

small computation and small memory overhead. Firstly, the 

FAST has been applied to get key points the in the image. 

FAST takes one parameter, the intensity threshold in a 

circular ring about the center. Then bidirectional matching 

phase was implemented. The idea of this technique is to 

match the sample image descriptors with a query image and 

then use the sample image to match the query image. [1] 

B. Augmented Reality in Education - Cases, Places And  

Potentials: 

James and Chris’s Design for ‘Bridge’ by John Petrie - 

Chris and James selected a sculpture called ‘Bridge’ by John 

Petrie. In preparation for creating their augmented reality 

experience they performed substantial research into how 

history, context and experience had informed the design of 

the sculpture. They also studied the sculpture in detail, 

taking several photos from many different angles. Rachel, 

Susie and Sammi’s Design for ‘Algoid’ by Errol Davis: 

These students had a strong emotional reaction to ‘Algoid’, 

by Errol Davis, and as such decided to design a response 

that projected their interpretation of the sculpture. Their aim 

was to create an augmented reality experience that 

represented the mysterious, intriguing and spiritual nature of 

the artwork. 

Tom’s design for ‘Achievement through Unity - 

Tom selected the sculpture ‘Achievement through Unity’ 

Using Photoshop, Tom removed the sculpture from its 

location, leaving a silhouette of the sculpture in its place. 

This enabled the user of the Augmented Reality application 

to slide their own image into the place of the sculpture, as it 

stood in the courtyard.[2] 

C. Empirical Study on Important Elements of Mobile 

Augmented Reality Application for Heritage Content: 

In this study paper it could be studied how augmented 

reality can be used in archaeology department and cultural 

heritage discovery. The old monuments and cave structures 

can be studied through AR. Intangible cultural heritage can 

be completed with the help of augmented reality. 

The augmented reality system uses the marker- 

based technique for the registration of virtual contents. The 

image tracking is based on scanning by the inbuilt camera of 

the mobile device; while the corresponding virtual 

augmented information is displayed on its screen. The 

recognition of scanned images was based on the Vuforia 

Cloud Target Recognition System (VCTRS). The developed 

mobile application was modeled using the Object-Oriented 

modeling techniques. The developed model was 

implemented using java programming language on an 

android platform. 

The results of the evaluation showed that; on a 

scale of 1 – 10, the system has a mean score of 6.2500 for its 

ease of use. It learnability was scored at a mean value of 

7.0000 and it effectiveness scored at a mean value of 

5.7500.[3] 

D. Architectural model for an augmented reality based 

mobile learning application: 

In this paper, the Vuforia Engine is used and displayed book 

using cloud. In that, there is an image with QR Code, which 

gets scanned and the book is popped up. If the QR Code is 

not found in the database, then 'Nit Detected' message is 

displayed. Here, VCTRS (Vuforia Cloud Target 

Recognition System) is been used in which there is an 

inbuilt SIFT like algorithm and it is used for the scanning of 

image.[4] 

E. A systematic review of learning through mobile 

augmented reality: 

Here in this paper, a detailed review is been provided on 

how much the Mobile Augmented Reality is used for studies 
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till now and the whole literature review for that is presented. 

In ACM, IEEE also, research has been conducted and till 

now, there has not been much use. At University level, 

Mobile Augmented Reality is used but no such App is 

available in market which works properly to satisfy the 

purpose for which it is made.[5] 

F. Learning through augmented reality mobile game 

application: 

Here it has been described about how we can learn through 

Augmented Reality Game Application. There are the 

requirement for the project that the application will have 3D 

models or characters which may be capable for interactions 

through Augmented Reality (AR) and a game. According to 

this reference, the team divided this project into four main 

tasks: 

1) Design of AR Images (Markers) 

2) Modeling of 3D models for the characters in different 

poses 

3) Programming of AR Application for both, Android as 

well as iPhone 

4) Programming of Game Application for both, Android as 

well as iPhone 

In this application, AR Images were created and 

AR 3D models were created for games.[6] 

G. Shape recognition and pose estimation for Mobile 

Augmented Reality: 

In this paper, the shape recognition and pose estimation is 

done through Mobile based visual tracking. In this, the local 

features of a normal image are detected and then the AR 

Model gets projected on that image. Also in this, handmade 

sketch can also be scanned. Here, the feature extraction 

method was based on Concavities. The shape recognition is 

done here by applying adaptive thresholding to the image 

using the integral images. The estimation had been posed by 

calculating first estimate of the Homography H between the 

recognized library shape CI CI and the corresponding image 

shape CL. 

For this, the Direct Linear Transformation (DLT) 

Algorithm was used on the distinguished features of CI CL. 

The DLT algorithm provided a go. The Nestor was 

described here, which is a recognition and pose estimation 

system for planar shapes. The system operated in interactive 

frame rates on a Nokia N95 mobile phone. It performed 

robust recognition of shapes and maintained accurate and 

stable 3D registration.[7] 

III. THE OVERALL FRAMEWORK OF SYSTEM 

When a user installs this app on his/her phone, the app 

comes into working. Whenever a user uses any 2D or 3D 

image and scans it through the Vuforia engine. The Vuforia 

engine then passes the rendered image to the cloud. The 

cloud then works for recognizing the scanned image checks 

if the image is present into the database or not. If the image 

is not found in database, then no model projection will be 

done over the image. If the image is found in database, then 

targets will be detected over the image and its respected 

model will be displayed on the image. 

 
The 3D model will be passed further and user will 

be able to see the Augmented view through their mobile 

application. 

IV. KEY TECHNOLOGY OF THE SYSTEM 

A. Image Target: 

Image target means the detection of features on image in our 

project. The image target represents image, that Vuforia 

engine can detect and track. Vuforia engine detects the 

target from the image and then when image is scanned, it is 

checked in the database if these features are found or not. If 

there, then accordingly image gets displayed on it. 

B. 3D Model: 

Object Recognition can be used to build rich and interactive 

experiences with 3D objects. These experiences could be 

augmenting a toy with 3D content in order to bring it to life, 

overlaying a user manual on  top  of  a consumer electronics 

device or leading a new employee through an interactive 

training process for a workplace device. Application of 

Object Recognition is to unlock new in app content when a 

product is recognized. Object Targets are a digital 

representation of the feature and geometry of a physical 

object. An object target is created by scanning a physical 

object using the Vuforia Object Scanner. 

C.  SIFT Algorithm: 

The scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) is a feature 

detection algorithm in computer vision to detect and 

describe local features in images. It was patented in Canada 

by the University of British Columbia and published by 

David Lowe in 1999. Applications include object 

recognition, robotic mapping and navigation, image 

stitching, 3D modeling, gesture recognition, video tracking, 

individual identification of wildlife and match moving. SIFT 

key points of objects are first extracted from a set of 

reference images and stored in a database. An object is 

recognized in a new image by individually comparing each 

feature from the new image to this database and finding 

candidate matching features based on Euclidean distance of 

their feature vectors. From the full set of matches, subsets of 

key points that agree on the object and its location, scale, 

and orientation in the new image are identified to filter out 

good matches. The Determination of consistent clusters is 
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performed rapidly by using an efficient hash table  

implementation of the generalized Hough transform. Each 

cluster of 3 or more features that agree on an object and its 

pose is then subject to further detailed model verification 

and subsequently outliers are discarded. Finally, the 

probability that a particular set of features indicates the 

presence of an object is computed, given the accuracy of fit 

and number of probable false matches. Object matches that 

pass all these tests can be identified as correct with high 

confidence. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Many Recent research on Augmented Reality in the field of 

learning took me in the option to use it for a purpose of 

learning. As of now, we have ready literatures on this type 

of technology usage but found no related app for the use. So, 

we opted to choose on making such an app using AR. We 

created this app for easy learning where it creates a better & 

enhanced study experience. The apps image detection 

feature using Vuforia engine, which relents a 3D model of 

the respective image which uses SIFT Algorithm for the 

scanned image and this is the thing that enhances the use of 

AR in educational field. This allows the user to use any 2D 

or 3D image. An object is recognized in a new image by 

individually comparing each feature from the new in image 

to its database and consequently giving us the best matched 

3D model. Future renders a varied scope extending our app 

for further more inclusive features, as we all know that day 

by day every aspect is getting dependent over technology 

and Augmented Reality, of course can create wonders for 

the same. 
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